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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4071-“Leave!” James shouted. 

His voice was like rolling thunder. Even Daegus was stunned by his shout. 

After a few seconds, Daegus replied, “Take care.” 

Daegus immediately disappeared from sight after reminding James. 

The powerhouses of the Hopeless City immediately chased after him. 
However, James slashed out the Malevolent Sword, and countless Sword 
Energies morphed out to form a sword net. 

The sword net temporarily sealed the surrounding area. 

Several Quasi Acmeans worked together and shattered his Sword Energies 
almost instantly. 

By then, Daegus had left the Soul Realm and entered the Chaos. 

“Keeping you here is enough.” 

Tobias appeared in front of James and scanned him for a while. He observed 
James for a while but did not hurry to make a move. He looked at James 
puzzledly and asked,” When did the Human Race have a powerhouse that 
has reached the Omniscience Path’s Seventh Stage?” 

At that moment, other powerhouses appeared around 

James and besieged him. 

James also sensed that a formation had appeared around the Hopeless City 
and sealed the surrounding space. 

After sensing the formation, James frowned, and his expression became 
solemn. 

“It’s going to be hard for me to escape today.” 

James took a deep breath, clenched the Malevolent Sword, and activated his 
Omniscience Path’s Seventh Stage. 



His Blood Energy churned like boiling water, and a magical force permeated 
his whole body. 

James’ aura reached its peak instantly. 

A solid resolution to fight rose in his heart. 

The Omniscience Path was a unique cultivation system of the Human Race. It 
was also called the Battle Rank. 

The more powerful the enemy one faced, the greater the potential one could 
stimulate during a battle. 

Tobias shouted, “Attack!” 

The moment his voice resounded, many powerhouses around him charged at 
James simultaneously. In a short moment, James was surrounded by several 
opponents who were slashing at him. 

Some attacked with swords, some with spears, and some with knives. 

All kinds of weapons zoomed in on him at the same time. 

James casually waved his hand and quickly drew his weapon. He rapidly 
slashed his sword and blocked the series of attacks. 

Those who had attacked were immediately shocked away. 

James felt a power snake through his sword and into his arm, permeating his 
whole body. Multiple forces entered his body. Unable to suppress his churning 
Blood Energy, he spat out a mouthful of blood. 

In a one-on-one battle, James was stronger than a Quasi Acmean. 

However, he was faced with multiple opponents and fell into a disadvantage. 

James was affected by the confrontation, but so were the Soul Race’s 
powerhouses. All of their faces turned pale after the impact. 

After James repelled the powerhouses, Tobias sprung into action. 

James sensed a shadow flashing past him. The next moment, Tobias was 
already behind him, thrusting his palm forward. 



“He’s so fast.” James was startled. 

James was proficient in various Paths and had mastered the Space and Time 
Path. 

However, Tobias’ speed bypassed time and space. He was so fast that James 
could not react until he was already struck. 

He fell forward and spat out a mouthful of blood. 

“Hmph. You’ve overestimated yourself.” 

Tobias let out a cold snort. 

“Have a taste of my sword!” 

James stabilized himself and mobilized the power of his various Paths. They 
combined and poured into the Malevolent Sword. 

With a sharp turn, James slashed his sword at Tobias. 

 


